


Skaftafell Iceland Jostedalsbreen Norway 

Ferto hansag Hungary 

Goreme Turkey 

Piatra Ciaiului Romania 

Triglav Slovenia 
La Albufera Spain 

Cevennes, France 

Kemeri , Latvia 

Snowdonia  Wales 

Variety of landscapes, 
embedded in cultural 
identity. Often sculpted by 
nature and shaped by people. 
Influenced course of history, 
inspired artists and thinkers 
and enriched lives. They are 
our natural life support 
system. 
 
These protected areas 
represent the land that is our 
inheritance , - we hold it in 
trust for those who come 

after us. 



Our Mission  
 

EUROPARC works for our natural 
and cultural heritage, to improve 

and champion the policy and 
practice of Protected Area 

management, in order to deliver 
sustainable nature, valued by 

people. 







From Valuing Parks Parks Forum Australia 





Nature, can often leave us with a sense of 
awe 

 and a sense that it is almost ethereal and 
intangible.  

 
Placing a true value on nature and measuring its benefits and worth to 

society poses particular challenges  (to the Natural Heritage community 
). We need to showcase the economic and socio-economic potential of 

the natural heritage  and improve our understanding of how 
economies, the natural environment, and well-being of societies are 

interlinked. 



Together, the three Welsh 

National Parks protect an 

impressive 20 percent of Wales 

including precious landscapes, 

habitats, villages and heritage 

sites.  









Nearly a fifth of Andalucia is protected, the largest 

proportion of an autonomous region in Spain, 

reflecting the unspoilt nature of its countryside and 

the high ecological importance of its territory. 



24 parks use marque parque 
178 business 
1400 produces or services 



YOUR JOURNEY 
TOWARDS BECOMING A 

SUSTAINABLE 

DESTINATION 



143 charter areas in 17 countries (2015) 

With over 20 years of implementation,  
the ECST is a continuous process  
for parks and for the Federation. 

It has been updated and widely approved,  
leading the way of sustainable tourism in 

Europe. 



Quality Sustainable Tourism will be 
 Good for Parks and Good for People 

Vision: Sustainable 
Tourism in European 
protected areas 
provides 
a meaningful quality 
experience,  
safeguards natural 
and cultural values,  
supports local 
livelihoods and 
quality of life  
and is economically 
viable. 

 



PRINCIPLES 

Quality Sustainable Tourism will be 
good for Parks and good for People 

1. Giving priority to protection 

2. Contributing to sustainable development 

3. Engaging all stakeholders 

4. Planning sustainable tourism effectively 

5. Pursing continuous improvement 
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Working together so the fruits of our labour can flower 



 



 



 



WHAT ARE THE BENEFITS?  
FOR PROTECTED AREAS 

Bring measureable economic, social and environmental benefits from 
well-managed sustainable tourism 

Strengthen relations with local tourism stakeholders and the wider 
tourism industry 

Provide access and membership of an extensive and dynamic 
European network 



WHAT ARE THE BENEFITS?  
FOR BUSINESSES 

  

Encouraging customers to respect the environment in their actions  
on the property and in nature 

Engaging in energy and water saving activities 

Using environmentally friendly products ,reducing, recycling and 
managing waste 



 

• Successful implementation of the 10 

principles of the Charter for over ten 

years 

• Involvement of over 3.200 private and 

public businesses and organizations in 

107 Sustainable Tourism Forums  

• Recognition of the Charter Partner 

Status to more than 400 tourism 

business actively involved in Charter 

protected areas in Sp, Fr and UK 

• Charter Network and joint international 

project activities 

• External verifiers and an independent 

Charter Evaluation Committee 



Parc Natural de la Zona Volcànica de la 
Garrotxa - Spain 
What were the challenges? 
 
Lack of vision and identity? 
 
• lack of co-ordination in the tourism 
sector of the area; 
 
• rather bad and conflicting relationship 
between tourism; businesses and public 
administrations 
 
• low level of professionalism in many of 
the tourism businesses. 
  
Spain’s coastal tourism development, in 
some areas,  
shows how UNSUSTAINABLE tourism 
development can be  
and the dangers and damages it can 
produce. 
  



“The Charter  gave us a common vision -To establish a bridge linking 
protected areas with local populations,  increasing local welfare and 
involving at the same time local tourism businesses,  in 
conservation aims and activities “ 



99Million of  public and 
private investment was 
made in the area over the 
10 year period 
 13million through the 
Charter alone 

The money supply generated 
by tourism in the 
municipalities of Garrotxa 
during the period between 
2001-2010 was 700 million 
euros.  
 
 
 Investment in the tourism 
industry and the subsequent 
economic benefit derived, in 
La Garrotxa would not have 
happened were it not for the 
fact of the Charter. 







Europe’s Parks and Protected Area 
 successful label for over 107 years! 

  potential for further environmental, social and economic 
benefits………. 

.......... Time to WAKE the Sleeping Giant 



Thank You! 



WE ARE PARKS! 

18-22 October 2016 


